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be approximately that of the current at the required depth. A series of
such floats liberated at different points in the cross-section of a stream, the
depth of each being -6 that of the stream at the point of introduction, may
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be taken as giving the mean velocities in
their respective sections. This type is
more reliable than the surface float.
Experiments show that the errors in-
volved by the use of such floats may be
between 5 per cent and 25 per cent.
The Rod Float consists of a light
wooden rod or tin tube about i in. in
diameter, and made in adjustable lengths.
The lower end of the bottom section is
weighted, and the length adjusted until
the rod floats vertically with its lower
end clearing the bottom by a few inches.
In a large river where these are not likely
to interfere with navigation, logs oi
wood having their lower ends weighted
may be used.
Fig. 12.—Sub-surface Float
The velocity of the rod gives the
mean velocity over the vertical in which
it floats. The difficulty in using the rod
lies in its tendency to drag over shoals
and weeds, and to obviate this its lower end may be arranged to float at a
height h-i above the bed of the stream.
For such a case Francis gives the empirical formula
'AA
I/'
== vr (1-012 — -116
giving the mean velocity in the vertical containing the rod in terms of the
velocity of the rod vr, hv and h the depth of the stream. Here \ should
be less than -25^.
In channels of moderate and uniform depth, the rod float is capable
of giving results in close agreement with weir gaugings.
Measurement of Velocity by Colour Injection.—The velocity may
be determined by injecting colouring matter into the stream, and noting
the time this takes to traverse a measured distance. For successful results
the colour must be injected in a single burst. In clear water a solution of
permanganate of potash may be used. In waters discoloured by organic
matter or vegetable stains, red or green aniline dye gives good results.
Gauging by Chemical Methods.—By adding a strong solution of
some chemical, for which sensitive reagents are available, at a uniform and
known rate into a stream, and by collecting and analysing a sample taken
from the stream at some point below, where admixture is complete, the
volume of flow can readily be computed.

